Banach space then a definition of bounded variation is given so that if \y. j is uniformly norm bounded and the variation of the functions y, is uniformly bounded then there is a convergent subsequence \hA of \yA. In the case E a E fot each s eS and E is such that bounded monotone sequences converge then the given conditions imply the existence of a subsequence \h,\ of \y A which converges for each t e S.
given that \y A has a subsequence \h,\ such that for every í eS the sequence {¿z,(i)j is either monotone for k sufficiently large depending on t, or else the sequence |zz,(t)i is convergent.
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1. Introduction. The terminology used in this paper relating to ordered vector spaces will agree with that of Peressini [lO] unless stated otherwise or explicitly defined.
In particular, the definitions of ordered vector space E, positive cone X of E, ordered interval [a, b] in E where a < b, ordered bounded subset of E, majorized subset of E, ordered topological vector space E, ordered locally convex space E, and normal positive cone X of a topological vector space E agree with [lO] . An ordered Banach space B will be a Banach space which is also an ordered vector space and thus is an ordered topological vector space. We note that we do not require the positive cone Two elements x, and x. in an ordered vector space E with positive cone X will be comparable if xk -x. £ X or x. -x, £ X holds. By a monotone nondecreasing sequence [xfe| in an ordered vector space E we mean xk + i~ xk € ^ h°lds for all k. A monotone nonincreasing sequence is similarly defined and a sequence is called monotone if it is either monotone nondecreasing ot monotone nonincreasing.
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A sequence {x.} in an ordered vector space E will be said to be even- forms an idempotent semigroup with identity Q., For x £ I, the conventions x = x and x = a will be assumed. Thus a special case of the definition of variation given in [9] is given in the following: where the supremum is taken over all finite partitions X of 7. The function / will be said to be of bounded variation, denoted / € BV2, if VAf; I) < +<». 
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/ and there is a subsequence [h.} of \yk\ that is eventually monotone at each point of 7. Note that if [yk, y j £ Cm then proper pairs (yk -y., P) ate such that P has at most X + 2 -m points x,, x2,. .., xK+2_ £ / so that if 772 = 2, 3,..., X a similar argument shows that the induction hypothesis holds on / so there is a subsequence \g.} of \h\ that is eventually monotone at each point of 7 U / = S and the case 7=1 holds. If m = X + 1 then the proper pairs (yk -y-, P) ate such that P has at most one point x e J and there is a subsequence \h A of \y¡J that is eventually monotone at each point of /. In any case either the case / = 1 holds or there is a subsequence that is eventually monotone at each point of 7 or /. Let S^ denote the interval 7 or / on which \h.\ is not known to be eventually monotone at each point.
We now repeat the entire process described in the preceding paragragh Now repeat the entire process described in the preceding paragraph on 5. to obtain S2 so that we obtain a sequence that is eventually monotone on iS -S A), Continuing, we repeat the entire process on S2 to obtain S,, on S, to obtain S ., etc. If the theorem does not hold at any step in the induction, then by a standard diagonalization argument we obtain a sequence \h.] that is eventually monotone on SQ = (S -Il -m, S.). But f I . , S. is an L -1 dimensional interval so by the induction hypothesis on the dimension of the domain it is possible to choose IgA, a subsequence of \h \, such that (g.(x)i is eventually monotone for x £ Il ", S.. Now ig.i has the property that it is eventually monotone at each point of S C R so the conclusion of the theorem holds.
In the next theorem, by further restricting E , we obtain a subsequence Hin, t) and a number 8in, t) > 0 such that for all k, j > Hin, t) if (y.-y., P)
As J is a proper pair then P contains at most Nin, t) points x such that y Ax)-y Ax) 4 U in) and x is in the sphere Dit, 8in, t)). Then \y A contains a subsequence \h A such that for each t £ S, \h,it)\ is either eventually monotone or else is convergent.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 we may assume that yk(t) and y .(f) are comparable for all k, j and f £ S. Also we will again assume S is a bounded closed interval, S = [a, ß] and H(n, t) will be replaced by H(n) and N(n) respectively.
The proof now will be by induction on the dimension of the domain. The case for 7=1 is Theorem 3.2. Assume the result holds for / = X -1 then we will show that the theorem is true for / = X. Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 4.4. Proof. Since V,(y¿-yy; l)<Vxiyk; /) + Vj(y;.; 7) < 2X the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 are satisfied and the conclusion holds.
Since / £ BV. and / £ BV2 implies / £ BV. the above Helly selection theorem holds if Vxiyk; 7) < X is changed to V4(yk; /)< X or V2iyk; l) < X.
In the case where the sequence of functions fy^i is such that yk: S -* R, S C R, we obtain a characterization of those sequences of functions which have pointwise convergent subsequences. 
